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EIU Dancers to Thrill
audience with routine to
Micheal Jacksons hit song.
SECTION B

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

Softball team hosts
PAGE
four games this weekend
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Too many
parking
permits?
ergeant says parking
isn't a problem despite
number of permits
ly REAGAN BRANHAM
anaging editor

g

Driving around campus
looking for a parking space may
be a waste of time since there
were about 1,500 more permits
sold than there were spaces.
Officials, however, say there is
no parking problem.
Sgt.
Ron
Osborne, of the
Universi"ty
Police
Department,
said so far this
year S;51.2 park"
ing permits have
been sold to fill the 4,013 parking spaces available on campus.
Osborne said the 1,509
permits that were sold above the
amount of parking spaces
available should not make
finding a parking space a
problem. He said he frequently
hears complaints about parking
not being available on campus,
but said he could find empty
parking spots for these people at
111¥ time.
"I can always find them a
spot," he said. "(But) it might be
a few blocks away from where
they want.
"The key word is close
parking," he added.
Osborne said the ''cycle/~ the
flow of cars in and out of the
parking lots between classes, is
what opens up spots on campus.
"We rely on the cycle,"
Osborne said. "People go to class
for an hour or two and go back to
their dorm. This opens up spots
for a new bunch."
Osborne said finding available
parking spots is not the problem.
But, finding close available
parking spots is difficult.
Suzanne Ashmore, administrative assistant to the vice
president for business affairs,
said the parking permits

.Above: Julu Sch#!Jlera, j!UU.or tpecilll education majai; "slaps
some skin" wilh Brian Eridcson, jdhltJt'PsJRt:lrll eddptt.Wn majt)r,
as Vice President of Iiabitai for Humanity Krissy Willey, junior
zoology major, watches Thursday morning in the Library Quad.
Left: (from left to right) Brian Erickson, junior special
education major; Bob Shaw, junior ind14strial technology major;
Julie Scheffers, junior special education major; Dan Theobald,
graduate in biological sciences; and Joe Nolan, senior
chemistry and math teacher certification major, laugh at a
drawing inside one of the boxes inside Shantytown Thursday
afternoon in the Library Quad.

Shantytown living pays off
Group raises $2,000
by sleeping in cardboard
boxes in Library Quad
By KATHY SCHREIER
Staff writer

Living in a cardboard box for 24 hours
can be an eye-opening experience.
Taking away beds, modern technology,
fast food and the comfort of a home left
some Eas~ern students realizing the
importance of raising money to help build
homes for less-fortunate families in Coles
County.
"We tried to keep within the spirit of the
project by constructing a cardboard
community, having a soup kitchen dinner
and by not allowing outside food,
Walkmans, alcohol and drugs," said Julie

Shephers, Eastern's chapter president of
Habitat for Humanity.
Soup, bread, cider and hot chocolate
were provided for dinner by the ~oles
County chapter of Habitat. Participants
were allowed to use sleeping bags and
pillows and wear extra clothing if desired
while they stayed in their cardboard homes
for 24 hours in the Library Quad
Wednesday and Thursday.
"It was a good experience, but one night
is not going to let you know what it's really
like," said Kim Elkin, a sophomore
environmental biology major.
Forty students participated in the cause
throughout the day and 24 students stayed
overnight in the 15 cardboard cubicles
donated by OCE Bruning Company.
Habitat members rajsed approximately
$2,000 in their third year of Shantytown
efforts, exceeding their goal by $500.
Twenty-three campus organizations

contributed $25 each to the project, helping
to double last year's total of $900.
"(Habitat members) were very pleased
with the amount of campus involvement
we received," Shephers said. "There was a
constant flow
participation throughout
the day which raised a lot Of awareness and
a lot of money - far beyond what we ha~
raised before."
Habitat members answered questions
and handed out fliers containing facts about
homelessness and public housing, as well
as information about the organization.
More students took no~ of tbe project
and more money was raise.d ~his year
because of the warm weather, Shephers
said. Last year, Shantytown was drenched
with rain and in the past two years the
cardboard town was plagued with frigid
temperatures.
''We figured there is no use getting sick
See SHAtfMOWN page 2A
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Nobel Prize laureate, playwright shares work with Eastern
ByTRACY BROWN
t\Ctivities editor
A Nobel Prize laureate and political
m:tivist Thursday visited Eastem's campus
to read some of his poetry and plays to
almost 200 students and faculty members.
Wole Soyinka, who is considered
Africa's most distinguished playwright,
read from two of his works titled "Death

and the King's Horseman" and "ldanre."
Soyinka won the Nobel Prize for
literature, which is the first time an
African-American has. won a Nobel Prize
for academics.
Soyinka said he considers "Children of
this Land" to be one of his sadder poems.
"This is my expression of what has
happened to all the children brought into
the world," Soyinka said.

In this poem, he spoke of '.'the dead stare
of the eyes of the children" because
children do not seem to have life left in
them. He also spoke of love being a hidden
memory to the children.
He said children are as old as judges
because today they have to grow up so fast.
Soyinka also relived the first time he
discovered a white hair on his head.
"Thi's was a moment of immense thrill

.because where I come from it is a sign of
distinction to have white hair," he said.
Soyinka told the audience that the
moment was so important to him and he
went on to write a poem entitled "Poems of
Innocence" about this discovery.
Soyinka spoke of "the urgency of our
untimely death" in his poem titled "Hours
Lost, Hours Stolen." In this poem, he wrote

See NOBEL page 2A
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The men of Delta Sigma
~
would like to thank

1

of how things in this world are lost and changed
over time.
"Trees are turned into lamp posts, being kind
goes out of fashion over time and the powers in this
world eventually fill all the empty spaces," he said.
Soyinka also read from his play titled "Death and
the King's Horseman," which spoke of a ritual passing from one sphere of life to another.
He said in this play the king has died and is about
to follow in the ritual way simply by ceasing to exist
on this planet.
"The king has come to the market to be surrounded by market women," he said. "This is where the
king decides to drive himself into the other world."
Soyinka has written other famous plays and
p9en;i.s as well as books in his lifetime. His first
no\/el Interpret~r was published in 1965.
He spent time in prison in Nigeria for writing an
article in which he pppealed for a cease fire to hostilities happening in the country. During his time in
prison, Soyinka's experience was recorded in his
most recent book, The Open Sore: A Personal
Narrative of the Nigerian Crisis .
Soyinka is currently exiled from his country for
being falsely accused of treason by the illegal government in Nigeria. ,
., . ,.
Tliis 1ecture \'I/as spdn~ored by the AfricanAmerican Studies and was co-sponsored by many
Eastern and Charleston organizations.
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· .CHET PIOTROWSKI; JRJstaff photographer
Wale Soyinka, who is considered Africa's most distinguished playwright, read from two of his works
Thursday night in the Library Lecture Hall._

maintenance are seal coating the
lots, restriping, snow removal and
landscaping. The lots are seal coated every two years, and then are
restriped for parking spots.
Part of the budget also goes
toward the purchase of new land
for parking lots.
The Parking Committee is now
looking to extend Lot W north
toward the softball field to add 250
spots. Osborne said Lot W is close
to Kiehm, Coleman and Lumpkin
halls and close to the sports fields,
which makes it the most Iog~al fot
to expand.
Nora Strong, student vice president for student affairs, said the lot
would add about 210 student
spaces and :40 staff spaces.
In addition, $120,000 annually is
set aside for campus security,
which funds the computerized ticketing system and pays for one officer's salary.
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donated to the Coles County chapter of Habitat. The
funds will directly benefit construction of houses on
Seventh Street in Charleston, Shephers said.
Habitat for Humanity plans to hold its annual
"Habitat Week" in the fall. Different events will be
planned to raise money for the organization and its
projects.
Students can volunteer to help with events by
contacting an officer or attending a meeting every
other Monday in the Paris Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union at 6 p.m. The next
meeting is scheduled for April 14.
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in imitating homelessness, but we tried to simulate
the condition as much as possible within reason to
raise students' awareness," she said.
As the night became morning, Elkin said police
officers constantly patrolled the area, but when the
bars got out, things around the Shantytown became
interesting.
"P~ople coming home from Marty's or other bars
donated a lot of money," Elkin said.
"I didn't sleep for more than 20 minutes the entire
night I just stayed up talking,'' Elkin said.
The money raised through Shantytown will be

.. .............. Travis Spencer
.. ......................... Scott Boehmer
..Josh Harbeck

N
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generated $279,000 for the Parking
In addition to parking fees, last
Facilities budget so far this year.
year around $295,000 was generatOsborne said the police depart- ed through the parking tickets
ment does not sell extra parking given out during the fiscal year. So
passes to increase the Parking far in the 1996 fiscal year,
Facilities budget, which is self sup- $17 4,000 has been generated
porting. Because the budget is self through parking fees, Ashmore
supporting, no money can be spent said.
·
outside of parking expenses and no
Parking Facilities also receives
money can be brought in from about $26,000 from two other
sources other than parking sources of income: meters other
incomes.
than the ones at the Martin Luther
He said there is no date to stop King Jr. University Union and
selling parking passes, and the only invested income.
g_r-Q~p.Jh;it ~Qlay.,]Je, •affected, J!l;i:a.,, ·..,. Of. the -af>pr-Oximately $600,000
large amount of passes being sold budget, anywhere from $350,000
is underclassmen.
to $400,000 is used for lot repair
"By written rules and regula- and maintenance, Ashmore said.
"(350,000 to $400,000) is ideal
tions they are not even supposed to
have them (passes)," he said. "(The to keep everything in tip-top condipermit) just guarantees a spot if tion and to build to expand,"
you can find it."
Ashmore said.
Osborne said some of the
Osborne said between 750 and
800 parking passes were sold to Parking Facilities expenses that
underclassmen this year.
would come from lot repair and
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Intensive Spanish (1st lhru 4th semesters)
6-week session, 4 hours a day.
Earn: 8 units of credit or
Intensive Spanish (5th & 6th semesters)
6-week session, 3 hours a day.
Earn: 6 units of credit.
July 14-August 4
Intensive Spanlah (1st thru 4th semesters)
3-week session, 4 hours a day.
Earn: 4 units of credit.
July 14-August 13
Adclltlonal Courses: Upper-division
Spanish & Literature, and Mexico-related
courses: Anthropology and Political Science
5-week session.
0 New Graduate Course Offerings.
5-week session.
For more information or application,.eontact:
Guadalajara Summer School• The University of Arizona• P.O. Bo~ 40966
Tucson, Arizona 85717 •Phone: (520) 621-5137 •E-Mail: Janeg@U.Arizona.EDU
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Consultants: Politicians need strong campaigns
By MATT ADRIAN
Staff editor
Jim Kitchen and Larry Powell,
members of the Kitchens Group,
Thursday talked to 25 students
about how communication theory
applies to political campaigns.
Kitchen opened the lecture by
talking about a few myths of politics.
He pointed to the myth of communication channels, which is the
belief that si.gns, shirts, logos and
other items will influence voters.
"That sounds great, but that is
not what political campaigns are
about. Political campaigns are
about message," Kitchen said.
Logical, well organized messages
will get votes for a candidate, he
said.
"None of those trinkets persuade anyone of anything,"

Kitchen said. If anything, campaigns should use the money for
radio and TV spots to get the candidate's message out, he said.
Kitchens Group, located in
Orlando, Fla., engages in political
campaign communication consulting for local, state and national
candidates in 40 states.
Kitchen also talked about the
mythology surrounding voters. He
said that sometimes a candidate
will say that voters do not like
negative campaigns.
'There is a lot of talk about negative campaigning," Kitchen said.
"Communication theory clearly
says two things about negative
campaigning. One is (negative
campaigns) work and two is they
are necessary."
By using a negative campaign, a
candidate can gain the advantage
when candidates don't have clear

'

Communication theory clearly says two things about
negative campaigning. One is (negative campaigns)
work and two is they are necessary."
-Jim Kitchen
Campaign consultant

'

~~~~·aa·

differences on issues, he said.
Powell talked about how pollsters help to put together a plan for
a political campaign.
"What we do, essentially, is
audience analysis to a campaign
strategy," Powell said. An audience analysis is usually done
through phone polls, he said. The
Kitchens Group uses a double
blind poll in which neither the
pollster nor the participants know
who the poll is for, he said.
Before doing an audience analysis, the group will sit down and
come up with different campaign
strategies based on communication

t@..i:i#J:~.£1,:mi:

~

theories, and then test them against
the polls, Powell said.
He said in some occasions, different theories may apply. For
instance, the inoculation theory
may be used. The inoculation theory is revealing negative aspects of
a candidate before it can be used
by the opposition to hurt a candidate. Another theory that campaigns may use is agenda setting.
"What we try to do rather than
follow the media is influence the
agenda," Powell said. "What we
have generally found is the candidate who controls the agenda... is
the one that wins."

The ways that political campaigns can keep the agenda is by
monitoring their candidate and
making sure the person sticks to
the agenda.
"It is very tempting whenever
the opponent says something bad
about your client and for your
client to say 'That's not true',"
Powell said. "That rarely ever
works. By (responding) you are
letting the other person control the
agenda."
The way to bypass the attack is
to present the attack as an evasion
of the issues by an opponent, and
then point to the issue the candidate wants to address, he said.
A lack of a clear message or set
of issues was played out in the
recent presidential elections.
Kitchen said presidential candidate
Bob Dole lost the election because
he had no message.

Cougill released after Admission deadline ends Wednesday
hospital stay for stress
By DEANA POOLE

Administration editor

By ROB STROUD

She was
City editor
not
sure
when
he
Mayor Dan Cougill was
would
be
released from the Covenant
going back
Medical Center in Urbana
to work, but
Thursday after being hospitalsaid it would
ized for stress related chest
probably be
pains.
very soon.
Sallie Cougill, the mayor's
A secrewife, said he experienced chest
Dan Cougill
tary
in
pains early Wednesday and went
M a y o r
to Urbana for tests. She said the Cougill's office said they had
doctors had him stay overnight, cleared the mayor's schedule for
but they said nothing was wrong the rest of this week and all of
with him.
~ _, , ~ .", ,, .. ,. Jll;(~t \\leek. -'Sllli satd the mayor's "They told him everything is office was not scheduling any
just fine, it was probably just appointments until the week of
stress," she said.
the 14th.
Mayor pro-tern Greg Stewart
Sallie Cougill said the mayor
had been working his usual said he will fill in for Mayor
office hours, 6 a.m. to 5 p.m., Cougill in any way he can while
along with campaigning for re- the mayor is resting. Stewart said
election.
he signed some documents for
"He's a very dedicated indi- the mayor while he was hospitalvidual," Sallie Cougill said.
ized.
Mayor Cougill won re-elecStewart said a few meetings
ti on in Tuesday's Charleston the mayor has scheduled for next
City Council Municipal Election. week have been postponed, but
This busy schedule had con- nothing pressing is on the horitributed to his stress-related chest zon.
"Anything that can't be postpains, Sallie Cougill said.
"He's home, he's resting and poned we will have to address,"
he's fine," Sallie Cougill said.
Stewart said.

Performance Anx•ety:
Characcer•st•cs, Causes, Oyercom•na Ht
Feeling ANXIOUS during performance situations?
Does your anxiety keep you from doing your best
at tests, speeches/ presentations, music/ theater
perfonnances, or athletic events? Learn the facts
needed to understand and overcome anxiety to
achieve optimal performance!
Michele A. Melvin, Counseling Center
W. Parker Melvin, Music Department
Monday, April 7, 1997 7:00 p.m.
Charleston/Mattoon Room MLK Union

Sponsored by the Counseling Center

Housing Choices For:

Pick up our list at 1512 A Street

WOOD REAL ESTATE

colleges notifying the schools
about the closing of applications.
He said more than 7,600 applications for admission have been
received, which is an increase of
500 to 600 applications from 1996.
He also said more than 6,000
freshmen and about 1,600 transfer
students have applied as of March
31.
"Typically we end up admitting
70 to 75 percent of the applicants,"
Wolf said. "Of that percentage, 38
to 42 percent actually come to the
school."

Parts of union, Fine Arts Building to close
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
The south side of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and the Fine Arts Building along
its west side will be closed off from April 7 to l l for
a chilled water loop project.
The purpose of the project is to install a new
underground piping to connect the air conditioning
units on campus together at Booth Library, Fine Arts
Building, Buzzard Building and the Life Science
Building.
"We can provide better and more cooling to the
building on campus," said Mike Doerr, manager of
design and construction. "It will save us money and
provide better cooling to the buildings."

Tl)e c.o~.t of ,the prqj~s;.t. w\ll. ~ptal a\;>out $2. ~U\oI).,
whi:ch ... will come ~h;om the CapitaJ.·bevolopment
Board from the state, Doerr said.
Beginning April 14, the whole parking lot on the
south of .the union will be blocked off as well. The
project should be completed by Aug. 15.
"This is prepatory work for this summer," he said.
This summer, the sidewalk on the east side of the
Library Quad from the union to the parking lot south
of the library also will be closed.
There are three or four contractors working on the
project from the Charleston-Mattoon area.
McWilliams Company, which is currently working on the Buzzard Building renovations, is working
on the air conditioning project, along with Grunloh
Construction and Commercial Electric.

Correction
An article in Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly reported the number of parking
tickets issued. Last year 16,734 tickets were issued by campus police. The News regrets the error.
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Eastern will be closing applications for admission Wednesday to
allow prospective students who
have not applied yet to do so.
"The warning letters that were
sent out stated they still had a little
time (to apply)," said Dale Wolf,
dean of admissions.
He said if the university would
have already closed applications,
schools would have only had one
day in between the time they

received the warning letters and
when admissions were closed.
"That's always the idea, that
there is a little gap to give people a
chance to apply," Wolf said.
Wolf also said the decision was
made Wednesday to close applications based on the number of applicants they had received. An article
in Thursday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News incorrectly stated
applications
were
closed
Wednesday.
Wolf also said a letter was sent
to high schools and community
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About a year ago, a power struggle wrenched relations between the Student Senate and the
Apportionment Board, dragging out for nearly a
month the passing of the 1996-97 student activity fee

~udget.

: The senate should remember this stalemate and
avoid it this year.
As is customary, the senate tabled the appr:oval of
the 1997-98 activity fee budget until next week. This
is to allow for the public to view it and for the senate
to pore over it before vot-

[d itO fi aJ

;:u~:~~~t its meeting next

Minority recruitment is reaching good pace
in 1993 and the university had
The university may finally be
plans to increase the number of
on its way to obtaining a 12-per"Eastern got a slow minority students on campus,
cent minority-student enrollment
the minority rate did not signifiby the year 2000.
start attracting
cantly
change.
Since 1993 when the universiminority students to
The university has begun
ty's Strategic Plan was made,
campus. But now
some minority recruitment prothe administration has been talkthat we are on
grams that have not been done
ing about how important minority students are to the university REAGAN BRANHAM
track, the university in the past.
Eastern began busing students
and has been boasting about Regular columnist
should not let up. " onto
the campus. The Council
how the plan calls for a 12-peron University Planning and
cent minority rate by the year
2000.
'''"''""»'w.•V•!"·'~"'~'~"'"""·'''"'''""'''"'~'"'"""'*'"''''''''"''''"'''''''':l¥""""'''°W'''"'"'"'""" Budget recently approved earUntil this year when the university became more marking $100,000 to the recruitment of minority stuaggressive in recruiting minority students, Johnetta dents. A big chunk of the $100,000 will go toward scholJones, assistant professor of minority student affairs, said arships.
The result of the increased efforts to attract minority
that Eastern probably would not have obtained its 12students is a significant increase in the number of minoripercent goal.
"Is it reasonable to say we may actually get the 12 per- ty applicants. As of March 15, the number of Africancent," Jones said. "In many respects, what we are doing American applicants was up 16 percent, Asian-American
applicants increased 20 percent and Hispanic applicants
now is what a lot of schools have been doing for years."
Eastern has had its Strategic Plan in place for four increased 11 percent.
But, as Jones pointed out, the job of increasing minoriyears, and now, once the administrators figured out that a
12-percent minority goal is unattainable unless it became ty enrollment is only half done. Now the university needs
more aggressive, the university finally began playing to focus on enrolling the minority applicants.
Through the recruitment, many minority students are
catch-up with other schools.
Other state schools such as Western Illinois University, interested in the university. The increased recruitment
the University of Illinois in Champaign and Southern efforts seem to have paid off, but now the focus needs to
Illinois University in Carbondale have been ahead of be on making sure these potential students actually want
to attend Eastern.
Eastern in terms of recruitment for several years.
Eastern got a slow start attracting minority students to
But finally, in 1997, we may be making significant
strides in actually obtaining this goal, which seemed to campus. But now that we are on track, the university
should not let up.
be out of reach as recently as a couple months ago.
Half the job is completed - we got the students interIn the fall semester, Eastern's minority enrollment was
ested
enough to apply. Now the university needs to make
843 students, or 7 .8 percent. This spring, the minority
sure Eastern is their number one choice for college.
enrollment dropped to 7.4 percent, or 811 students.
In that one semester the minority rate dropped, but
-Reagan Branham is a weekly columnist and the manbasically the minority rate has been stable the past sever- aging editor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
al years. Even after the Strategic Plan was implemented address is curlb@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
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Last year's four-week
ordeal regarded a matter of about $1,000, a fraction
of the senate's budget that was slated for publishing a
graduate student newsletter.
The AB, which specializes in budgeting and pre.pi,lres the budget'4el' the senafi:'s approval, cu'4he
~dl:fey"1Jetan&e' .'fr'.~.geare:ct: r6wanf _a: smml,,an: tlf-·
the student population and all of the students would
be paying for it through the senate budget.
The senate wanted to fund the publication because
it had been doing so for four years, and it was important for Eastern.
The AB had cut the money before initially submitting the budget to the senate. And after tabling it for a
week, the senate sent the budget back to the AB to
tack the money back on for the newsletter.
The AB, however, refused to add the money, again
sending the budgets to the senate.
A fumed senate, in turn, handed the budgets back
to the AB. And the AB, for a third time, stood behind
;its budget cut.
The power struggle ended in a senate overruling of
the AB, and the money was added to the budget as if
an insurgency had been crushed.
A $1,000 discrepancy is not worth a month of
deliberations, ancl in recalling the past, the senateand Dear editor:
'. tfie AB shoubfl:iodll:n~nicate and cooperate- in a time
The recent debate about the quhlity
of food service has piqued my interest,
.of even tighter budgets.
for I have been complaining about the
food here at Eastern since I laid eyes
upon my first "meal."
The options for the hungry student
are definitely limited. My fellow residents and I are subjected to the concoctions that are tastelessly blended
together, deep-fried and placed on a
plate with a side of french fries.
So often enough I find myself playing with my plateful of crap rather
than eating it. I admit: I am the one
stuffing it into the glasses. The same
glasses that are never clean. The same
glasses that have a classy ring of lipstick around the rim. As for the trays, I
have to let my creative side come out.
Messages reading "This food sucks!"
can be found written in pistachio pudding.
What are we to do? Give good suggestions to the food service employees? I shouldn't have to. It is not my
job
to come up with nutritious dinners
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate Photo editor
for the masses to consume. That is the
President Jorns converses with Tom Woodall (left) and
job of the staff. I pay for 18 meals a
' Bryan Frederick (right) at the Distinguished Graduate
week, and I would like to have at least
Student Award Ceremony held Wednesday in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
four good meals. The money left over
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Hire an expert culinary
task force; until then,
food will be played with
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to stop and think before you bitch.
Your mom is not cooking for 500-900
people at each meal. When food is
cooked in mass quantities, there is
from the 14 meals I don't eat, being as bound to be a drastic difference from
I'm _not reimbursed, shouldbe used to food that is cooked for a family of
hlre a task force. A tearri of highly·· four.
trained culinary professionals who
I have worked in Taylor Dining
know how to bake a potato properly, Services for about two years, and I
know how to prepare a meat product don't particularly like every meal that
without deep-frying it and know how is served either. Guess what? Neither
to fill the bread dispenser with fresh do all the cooks. They make what the
rye. Until then, it looks like Jimmy Dining Services tell them to make. But
John's.
they work awfully damn hard to preDerek Glascock pare each meal, even the meals they
junior psychology major know most people don't like. After all,
that's why we have the choice of several dining services at which we can
eat. If you don't like what's being
served at one, you can go to another.
When is this idiocy going to end? If
you don't like the food, do something
Dear editor:
about it. I mean besides whining. Go
I must say that I really envy Jeffrey to the Dining Services Office, located
Varchmin. He has an excessive in. the basement of the Union, and
amount of free time on his hands and make some realistic suggestions. This
has nothing better to do with it than to insane letter-writing campaign of
write letters to the editor on a daily yours is only wasting paper; it isn't
basis about the quality of food in the accomplishing anything. If you expect
residence hall dining services. Most of to make a change, then you must take
the students I know are too busy with action. Ghandi once said, "You may
classes, homework and jobs to spend never know what results come from
that much time complaining.
your action. But if you do nothing
Mr. Varchmin, I'm sure your mom there will be no result."
(and your beloved Jerry's Pizza)
Alyssa D. Catenacci
makes food that is more appealing to
junior
sociology major
your delicate taste buds, but you need

your tu

You can't expect meal
serving the masses to
taste like Mom's food
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CAA
approves
transfer
proposal
seen

By
BOEHMER
Staff writer

I

The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
approved a proposal modifying what credit is allowable for students transferring from Eastern to a community college and then returning.
The addition to the proposal, which will go into
effect this summer, specifies that up to 15 hours of
Eastern credit in an associate in art or associate in
science degree can go toward completion of a student's compact benefit if they transfer to an Illinois
community college, said Transfer Coordinator Rita
Pearson.
A compact benefit allows students who are transferring to Eastern after completing a community college degree to be considered juniors with 60 hours of
credit who have met Eastern's lower division general
education requirements.
The students also must complete the compact benefit at a school other than Eastern or while studying
concurrently at Eastern and must have at least a 2.0
grade point average from their Eastern classes.
The compact benefit does not apply to Eastern

credits from before the summer of 1982.
In other CAA business:
• CAA members approved placing journalism
department Chair Les Hyder as the CAA chair beginning next week. Hyder will replace current CAA
Chair Doug Bock, who will be participating in an
exchange program in South Korea for about a month.
Bock said his term as CAA chair is almost over
and Hyder's position is intended to help train him as
a possible replacement for the position.
• CAA also approved two different proposals for
the zoology department, ZOO 4950 - Neurobiology
and ZOO 440 I. ZOO 4401 will allow students to
provide assistance to teachers in laboratory classes
and earn one hour of credit.
Kipp Kruse, the chair of the zoology department,
said he is currently providing students the opportunity to help in lab work. However, he said right now
they are either receiving no credit or independent
study credit from some teachers.
A proposal for an honors program in zoology was
also approved. Kruse said the program will be "fairly
standard" and will require students to have at least 12
semester hours and a 3.5 GPA.

I Large I Topping

$6!a?

Two Eastern students reported that over $4,400 worth of
items were stolen from their
apartment over Spring Break.
Brandon M. Royer, 23, and
Andrew P. Royer, 22, both of
1905 12th St., Apt. 6, reported
to the Charleston Police
Department that their home was
broken into between 4:30 p.m.
March 14 and 12:20 a.m. March
17.

Royer reported that several
compact discs, a dart board, a

BLOTTER
calculator and several articles of
clothing were taken from the
apartment.
In other city and campus
police news:
• Tamee L. Hussar reported that
her Chevrolet was broken into
between 4 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. on
Sunday, while it was parked at
715 Ninth St.
A portable compact disc player and a radar, valued together

at $475, were taken from the
car.
• Nekesha M. Burton, 19, 1868
Victoria Lane, reported that her
car was scratched from the back
quarter panel to the front quarter
panel between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. March 21. Burton was
unsure where the car was parked
when the damage was done.
• Michael A. Landes, 27, 1103
Sixth St., reported that the stem
of his car tire had been broken
so that all the air leaked out
sometime between March 27
and March 28 at the Stix parking lot at the corner of Third
Street and Buchanan Avenue.

· Weekend Specials At

JBRRY·S~P.
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345-2844
WE DELIVER

11 am , I :00 am
We Accept Visa, Master Card, and Discover
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The Residence Hall Association Thursday selected
RHA member Ella Jones as a finalist for the Sean R.
McKinney Scholarship.
Jones will now proceed to a selection committee,
which will decide whether she will receive the scholarship.
:'I felt it was an honor and privilege to be elected
and nominated as a person to receive the McKinney
award," said Jones.
The scholarship is given to a first year student who
has lived in the residence halls for at least two
semesters, and has contributed to making residence
hall life a success.
Jones is the treasurer for Carman Hall and has been
an active member of RHA. She also was an Illinois

SURPRIS£
Face Tanners
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Y UR

PIZZA

I
I
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Residence Hall Association delegate for the IRHA
'97 conference.
Jones was recently inducted as a member of the
National Residence Hall Honorary and will become a
resident assistant in Lawson Hall next semester.
In other RHA business:
n RHA allocated $25 to IRHA so it could sponsor an
upcoming concert featuring Eastern bands.
n RHA Adviser Graig Eichler talked to RHA members about residence halls contributing money to the
Richard Enochs and Sean R. McKinney Scholarships.
According to Eichler, the residence hall that raises
the most money for the two scholarships gets its
name engraved on a plaque entitled "Outstanding
Contributions for the Enochs and McKinney
Scholarships." Weller Hall won the title last year.
RHA member TJ Frey also talked to RHA on how
they could update RHA's web page.
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By KRISTOPHER JONES
Staff writer
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Two Eastern students burglarized
By ROB STROUD
& DENISE RENFRO
Staff editors
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Go to College - Tuition Free!

·Receive 10096 College 'l\Jition for 4 years!
·Receive the Montgomery G.I. Bill!
·Learn a Job Skill of your choice!
·Earn over $110.00 per weekend to start!
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Sponsored by the Physical Education Department

University Theatre Presents
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BY William Hanley
8 p.m. April 2, 3, 4, 5
2 p.m. April 6
in the Studio
Dounda Fine Arts Center
$8 adult, $6 faculty/staff/senior, $3.50 student
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White Sox not expecting full house Chicago
CHICAGO (AP)
The
Chicago White Sox know Albert
Belle will deliver as a hitter.
That's proven. Now, can he help a
team that hopes to make a playoff
run fill seats at Comiskey Park?
Despite Belle's presence in the
lineup and his appearance with
Frank Thomas in TV ads and billboards pushing ticket sales, the
White Sox are expecting only
37,000 for Friday's home opener
against Detroit.
That's about 7 ,000 under

capacity, even though the weather
forecast is decent, calling for
cloudy skies, a chance of rain and
temperatures in the 60s - balmy
by Chicago standards for early
April.
"Everywhere we went all winter, all people wanted to talk
about was Frank and Albert.
Everybody in baseball is watching the White Sox," Rob Gallas,
the White's Sox's vice president
of marketing said Thursday.
"It may take a while for fans to

come out. We don't expect a sellout every time. We'll wait until
summer months."
The Sox last season drew just
1.67 million at Comiskey Park, an
average of slightly more than
21,000 per game, and they had
one of the game's biggest payrolls. Now they've raised many of
their ticket prices again, and
they're paying Belle $55 million
over five years.
"We think our fans will come
out once it warms up consistently.

I don't know about tomorrow or
next week," White Sox manager
Terry Bevington said.
"I'd like to see it pretty well
filled. If we play well, we think
they'll be back," said general
manager Ron Schueler.
"We know the interest is there.
But is it wait till warm weather or
till Michael (Jordan) gets done?"
Gallas said. "April and May are
iffy with the weather. There's not
going to be a flood of people
returning, but a steady stream."

Bulls 'hobnob' with Clinton before Bullets game
WASHINGTON (AP) - Michael Jordan
was jittery for his White House visit.
Dennis Rodman stayed true to character
outfitted in black leather pants, sunglasses
and a black-and-gold lame shirt.
"It's great for me to be here," Jordan said
Thursday. "I'm very nervous. I've never had
the opportunity to stand next to such a prestigious man." Jordan and his teammates
hobnobbed with President Clinton on the
White House lawn. The visit was a longdelayed ceremony to celebrate the l 996
NBA championship Chicago won last June.
"Just think of me as another injured basketball player," said Clinton, getting around
on metal crutches as he recovers from knee
surgery. "I want you to know that in six

months, I'll be good as new and available
for the next draft." The president, playing
the role of fashion critic, checked out Jordan
from head to toe. The black-and-white shoes
of the basketball great caught Clinton's eye.
"All well-bred young Southern boys
learned to wear two-toned shoes in the
springtime," the president told Jordan. "I'm
glad you kept up the tradition."
The Bulls squeezed in the trip before
Thursday flight's game against the
Washington Bullets. Also attending were
coach Phil Jackson, team owner Jerry
Reinsdorf and players Scottie Pippen, Ron
Harper, Steve Kerr, Luc Longley and Robert
Parish.
Reinsdorf gave Clinton a black-and-red

the conference with a .355 earned runs on 45 hits while
batting average, while fellow striking out 20 and walking
Panther senior catcher Nolan IO.
Lofgren is hitting .352.
Lyons said the Panthers are
In 62 trips to the plate, going into the games with one
Tomse has hit safely 22 times thing in mind.
"Every weeken.d we go out
and has driven in 10 runs.
The 1ead'ing
for- the· he1ping to win three,"' he said.
Indians is junior right-hander '"If we play well we should be
Jason Swearingen, who has a able to win a couple. All we
5.45 ERA and a 2-3 record.
have to do is concentrate on
In 39 213 innings pitched, playing good defense and all
Swearingen has given up 24 the other little things."

pilc'ber

Our favorite local
blues boys~··

THE REVEREND ROBERT

BLUES BAND

•

Bulls jacket and a team watch commemorating Chicago's four championships.
Rodman kept a low profile as low as he
could in his tight leather pants and a shirt
that matched his gold-dyed hair. He staked
out a spot on the back row as the team
posed for a photograph with Clinton.
Clinton praised the Bu11s as "perhaps the
greatest basketball dynasty ever," saying
they taught Americans a lot about winning
with grace in taking four of the last six
NBA championships.
"They've given us the sense that when
people do things together, a lot more is possible," Clinton said.
The Bulls were last at the White House in
1992 while President Bush was in office.

highs. Cheatham has scored 12 People are still worn out, but it' II
be very nice to not have to travruns while batting in 19.
The long homestand that starts el."
The Lady Panthers have sufSaturday consists of six games
over three days, a one-day break, fered a couple of injuries over
and then another double header. their extended road trip. Senior
Fox believes this could be a third baseman Kim Hartzler has a
blessing or a curse for the Lady broken. thumb and will be ou.t for .
Panthers.
··
· · . another Week.
"' ' '' " '
Sophomore utility player
"If we win the first couple, it's
good. If we lose the first couple, Nicole Ktistou is day-to-day with
it's bad," she said. "We've had a knee injury. Stacy Siebert sufnow two days where we haven't fered a chin injury but is expected
had games but we're practicing. to play.

Olympics'
bid axed
CHICAGO (AP) Chicago
is bowing out of the competition for the 2008 Summer
Olympics.
The Chicago 2008 Bid
Review task force concluded
that it does not make sense for
the city to spend $15 million
to develop a bid when the
United State~ Olympic
Committee believes there is
only a small chance they will
be held in any U.S. city.
The report by business and
civic leaders recommended
instead that the city pursue
the Summer Games in 20 I 2,
when they are more likely to
be held in North America,
said Jerry Pearlman, executive director of the task force.
Mayor Richard M. Daley
can still put in a bid for 2008,
but that is unlikely unless
USOC's position changes,
Pearlman said.
"If they could convince us
the winds have shifted and the
probability of us winning is
high, then we'd be real interested," Pearlman said.
"USOC said that probably is
very unlikely." Daley's
spokesman, Jim Williams, did
not return a call seeking comment.
The task force ·was formed
in December to determine
w}l((ther Chic'!-go ;:;hould bid
·"n'dhe· ·2008·.Games•." It
reviewed the city's sporting
venues, construction costs,
transportation system and the
economic impact of the
Games.
1

from Austint TX •••

! PETER KEANE
••
acoustic blues mixed
••
with country folk
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The Last Five Things A Woman Would Say!
1. Could our relationship be a little more physical?
I'm tired of being just friends.
2. This diamond is way too big!
3. I've had three huge meals today.
4. Sure, let's watch Baywatch!
5. My mistake! You must be right again.
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Softball team set for four-game weekend
By DREW GRANGER

Staff Writer
The Eastern Illinois Softball team will start
an extended home stand with Ohio Valley
CQqfer~nce rivals Austin Peay and Middle
~· Saturday and Sunday respectively.
' EilS'tern i·r. rcqmfog t>ff a pair of games
against Butler University. The Bulldogs and
the Lady Panthers split the games, trading 2-1
9-inning wins.
"We just didn't play to our potential the first
game," Eastern head coach Stephanie Fox said.
"I think we need to start getting up for the first
game inswad of waiting fQr the second game.
Hl!rpe~,wj; uanpi~lc i~UWthis weektt1d sini::t'
rtini is ~ferenc~: 4hiS- i's a ibig weekend right
now."
Fox thinks the competitiveness in the OVC
gives Eastern a shot to climb to the top.
"Everybody is beating. everybody," she said.
:•we still have a ·shot at proving ourselves and
getting up towards the top."
Austin Peay currently sits in first place in
the OVC with a record of 13-5 overall and 4-0
in conference.
The Lady Govs had a IQ- game winning
streak stopped Wednesday, losing two to
Samford University, 4-0 and 8-1.
·
Fox thinks Eastern can take advantage of
Austin Peay's streak being snapped.
"Any time you' re· on a winning streak
you're feeling confident and when you get
knocked down and lose two, it kind of puts you
back in perspective," Fox said. ''They obviously have a very good team."
The Lady Govs top hitter this season is
fopb~e~.,a~lo~r! .S \l}JllJ16Cc•}.tcCum'1M.
Despite ' goingn(}I. foru'Z •in · Wedm!sday'-s-" iwtf\m;
McCumber posts a .480 batting average.
The top arm in Austin Pe.a y's rotation is
freshman Amanda Stout. Going into
Wednesday, Stout had racked up 28 strikeouts
against 16 walks. She has started eight games
and completed all eight. Stout has an 8-2
record, with five of those wins being shutouts.
The Lady Govs are looking to bounce back
from a sub-.500 season last year in which they

"
IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer
.Panther sophomore Nicole Ktistou slides for home during a game earlier this season. Eastern hosts conference foes Austin Peay
and Middle Tennessee State this weekend.
went 14-44. With the help of the 10- Tennessee's games, starting 30 of 13, she's not 31-0. I think we should
game winning streak the Austin Peay them, and has compiled a 3. 78 ERA. do fine against them."
Fox tempers her optimism with a bit
is one win away from tying their win She has pitched 24 complete games
total fr.om last season with 28 2ames 't.litbr5 >shµtouts : Story has struck out of~alisnr. •
letrtol')lfY.
~ .m irn ° ~'""r'.> m1f 1>at(errantt'"tfilb'\Vh '4Y WilltrpiteflI
"T~r'!W'also a very good team,"
she said. "Right now there is nobody
On Sunday the Lady Panthers will es.
"I would say that maybe she's their that we assume we're going to beat. I
host Midille Tennessee's Lady Raiders.
The Lady Raiders come into the game only decent pitcher and that we think that we've been put in our place
with a record of 18-13, 6-1 in the shouldn't be afraid of her," Fox said. the last few weeks and maybe that will
ovc.
"In fact, if she's going to pitch two help us out."
The Lady Raiders top hitter is junior
The Lady Raiders come in riding the games, that should be to our advantage
arm of freshman pitcher Jaclyn Story. in the second game because we've outfielder Allison Cheatham. She is
-She has a league-leading 18 wins and already seen her for seven innings. hitting .374 in 91 at bats, both team
has pitched in all 31 of Middle
''That's a lot of games, but she's 18See WEEKEND page 7A

Baseball team plays three at Southeast Missouri
By MATT WILSON
Std" writer
The Panther baseball team
hopes to improve on its 3-3 conference record as it takes off for
Olpe Girardeau, Mo. fof .a thfeegame seijes against the Southeast
Missouri Indians.
"We're coming off two hard
losses, but they were to a couple
of good teams and we played
well," Panther sophomore centerfielder Sean Lyons said: "We're
coming into the weekend feeling
prettr good since they're a couple
gf~ce games ....
The P.anthers play a double

header at 4 .------,,,......,.....,..~~
p.m.
on
Saturday and
end the series
with a 1 p.m.
game
on
Sunday.
The Indians
come into the L - - - - " " l l . l l L - - - '
game with a 3Sean Lyons
6 conference
record and an 8-18 overall record.
The Indians saw conference
action last weekend against the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels.
Southeast went 1-2 against them,
losing the first two games of the
series 24-2 and 3-2, but came

back to win the final game 10-7.
At the beginning of. the week,
the Indians were in last place in
the Ohio Valley Conference for ·
team batting and team fielding.
They have a team batting average
of .251, hittin,g safely in 179
712 attempts.
Southeast has a conference-low
six homers and is second to last in
the conference with 99 runs batted in.
Eastern is tied with TennesseeMartin for fifth place in the conference with a .291 batting average.
The Indians have also had
problems fielding, with a confer-

m

enee-low .929 fielding percent- ing 80. The Panther pitching staff
age. In 247 attempts, they have is in seventh place in the confercommitted 61 errors and turned ence pitching 161 1/3 innings giv21 double plays.
ing up 218 hits while striking out
Eastern currently ranks third 135 batters and walking 74.
The Indians are led in hitting
with a .955 fieldi~ perceptage.
In 224 attt!Jµpts, the Panthers by senior LaMonte Collier who
have committed 33 errors and has a .405 batting average. In 84
turned 13 double plays.
at bats, Collier leads the team
The one category that the with 34 hits and 16 RBI. Collier
Indians do have an upper hand in is tied for the team-lead with
is team pitching. They are cur- seven doubles and two homers.
rently in fifth place in the conferCollier is currently ranked in
ence with a 5.66 earned run aver- third place in the conference for
age.
batting average.
In 183 innings pitched, the
Panther sophomore rightfielde(
Indians have given up 228 hits Mark Tomse is in 10th place in
while striking out 136 and walk- See THREE page 7A

Men's and women's golf teams hit the road for weekend
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
lJoth 'the men's and women's
~l'!,eams hit the road this week-

citi,..as the men head off to compete in the Ball State Invitational
on Sunday and Monday, while the
women's squad tees off today at
the Eastern Kentucky Invitational.
The Eastern Kentucky tourney
is the first of the spring season for
the women, and they are coming
off ~ fali ~ampaign which was the
inaqgural season for the women's
golf team at Eastern.

"(The fall) went really well
considering it was our first year,"
freshman Diedre Barlow said. "As
a team we need to work on togetherness and helping each other out.
"It's our first year, and we just
have to practice a little harder and
get our technique down."
Some of the teams making their
way to Eastern Kentucky to make
up the 13 team field will be
Bradley, Cincinnati, Murray State,
Northern Iowa and Tennessee
Tech.
Not only is the women's program in its i~ancy stages, but the

makeup of the team is also young,
as five of the seven team members
are freshmen, with the other two
being sophomores.
With .the limited experiences
they encountered during the fall
season, the women are not familiar with the course they will be
playing.
"It has a big effect, but we are
given a practice round where we
have one day to practice," Barlow
said. "It helps a lot to know the
holes.
"Some people hit the ball in the
same place everyday, so Y<?~ know

what club to use."
The men will be taking on a
much larger tourney at Ball State,
as they will be only one team in a
field of21 teams.
The Panthers are looking to
improve on their third place showing with a score of 647 last weekend at the Butler Invitational.
Notre Dame took first, shooting a
combined 612, and Cincinnati
took second, at 636. The Panthers
were led by senior Brad
Zwetschke has finished in a threeway tie for sixth place overall, as
he shot 77 both days for a total of

154.
Some of the other teams making their way to Muncie, Ind. will
be Clev.eland State, Dayton.
Indiana Wesleyan, Northeastern
Illinois, and the same Cincinnati
team that edged the Panthers out
for second place last weekend at
Butler.
With both teams having less
than one month of competition,
every meet is significant.
"It's always important to play
good, especially since our season
is much shorter (than other
sports)," Barlow said.

'

Dancers

t

I

y co ·ge experience
was so wonderful
and I just wanted to
give the same thing to
Eastern students, the club
exists to give these people a
chance to do what they
enjoy."

are to . t

d"Jlll jedlowskl and krlsten swiatnlckl
Staff writers
photos by sarah wong
Staff photographer

see DANCE page 3
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Advertisers have First Amendment rights, right?
Of course they do. It's pretty obvious that today's
advertisers boast their First Amendment rights by
the various print ads that appear in today's magazines.
Flipping through any given issue of "Vogue" or
"Elle" or any other women's magazine, you'll find
scantily clad women (and on a rare occasion, men)
selling perfume or deodorant. Personally, I see no
need for there to be half-naked individuals when selling a product such as perfume or deodorant. But
such is society these days, I guess - which brings me
to my next point.
I rolled back into Charleston after Spring Break
only to find a mailbox completely jam-packed with
final notices for utilities and junk mail - a common
sight for my roommates and me after returning from
a long break.
Among the pile of catalogs, credit card bills and
overdue notices from Booth;Library, I .Wd5 pleased to
find the April issue of "Mademoiselle;' magazin-fi.
After unpacking my bags, I grabbed an ice-cold
beer from the fridge and sat on the couch with my
coPi ¢"Mademoiselle."
AS I got past the table of contents, I nearly choked
on my brew when an appalling advertisement
appeared before me.
jenny McCarthy, former queen of MTV's "Singled
Out" and, of course, notorious for somewhat shocking Chicago's Catholic archdiocese with her nude
photos in "Playboy;· was posing for a Candie's shoes
ad. It sounds innocent.
But rather than flaunting the clunky orange, step-in
shoes that seem to be in style right now, McCarthy
was flaunting herself half-naked. Nothing new, right?
Wrong. McCarthy appears seated on a toilet with
her panties resting over her knee caps, reading the
business section of the newspaper. She wasn't even
wearing any pants.
. And n;iin? .you, this was a shoe ad.
~· «t .• ,r'
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It seems that advertisers have lost sight of the
products they are selling. Or at least they have with
this print ad.
How any reasonable photo editor could consider
a photograph of a person having a bowel movement
an ingenious shoe-selling technique baffles my mind.
And I've heard some magazine editors agree with
my point and refuse to run this advertisement in
their publication. I say, "Good for them."
I am an avid fan of the First Amendment, but
avoiding a crass reputation should take precedent.
Publications are more liberal than ever these days,
but editors need to know their limits.
If people can't accept this, then I pose the question, "How would you like to see Roseanne Barr
taking a dump while advertising her Easy Spirit
pumps?" Makes you wonder (or cringe), huh?
But advertisers shouldn't receive all the blame.
In most photographs I've seen of McCarthy, the
sex syii)bollloud "10u(h s~m$ ~o exhibit a rather
warped personalit)-: ··:. ' · ·. ' · · ·
One photo I recall in "Rolling Stone" showed
McCarthy sniffing her armpits after some sort of
awards show. Another one I remember was
McCarthy squirting herself with mustard. Mmmm,
appetizing.
And various other photographs I've seen of
McCarthy show her making ugly faces at the camera.
But McCarthy has outdone herself with this photo
shoot; she definitely exudes an aura of tackiness and
raunchiness. It amazes me that any human being with
self-respect would agree to pose half-nude during a
private moment such as using the bathroom.
McCarthy should be ashamed of herself, but you
know she won't be. And "rock on" to those magazine editors who had the guts to "just say no" to
McCarthy on the crapper. They weren't being conservative, just decent.
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IN THE STUDIO - UNIVERSITY THEATRE - 581-3110
DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER - CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME

6 t 8 W. Lincoln • West Park Plaza

Each
Bed Has
Special
Face
Tanners!!
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for entertainment purposes only

4'iupitron jill and derek mystico

Resident Astrologer.
ARIES (March 21 • April 19): Try t
control your innermost urges this week
end . We know it's a long walk from "th
square" back to campus. but try not t
urinate on cars, front porches or peopl
that you aren't familiar with. (And happy
birthday to our special friend!)
TAURUS (April 20 • May 20): Mone<..-.;;..;;._ _ _ ____,
will find its way into your hands. But first
weekend. It is much cheaper to just buy a
your hands need to find their way into
case of beer. Leave the twelve packs for
someone else's wallet.
GEMINI (May 21 • June 21 ): Your those dolts whose arithmetic skills aren't
enthusiastic approach toward life makes as in tune as yours.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 • Oct. 23): Respect for
you a popular person at social gatherings.
However, the fact that you constantly whip the needs of others is essential if you wish
out your genitalia and measure it with a to have the smallest morsel of success in
ruler in front of your peers quickly turns your life. For the love of God , please.
that popularity into feelings of resentment. please, please stop cramming "crap" into
CANCER (June 22 • July 22): Try to get your dinner glasses when eating at food
your mind out of the gutter. Constant service. Wes needs clean glasses to conthoughts of sex construe even the sim- struct a radio to contact Zurtono. the alien
plest ideas into ribald tales of lust. You are overlord of the planet Drokton.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 • Nov. 21 ): With the
probably the only person on this planet
that has to "go to the bathroom" after an return of nice weather, thoughts of a dark
tan return as well. But it is still a bit chilly
Ensure commercial.
LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Your mali· to go sunbathing in the nude. If you do
cious, destructive side can get you into venture out in the buff, be prepared for a
trouble. However, if you are up for th e nipular experience.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 ·Dec. 21):
challenge, there are many unbroken win·
Your world is slowly collapsing around
dows on campus.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 • Sept. 22): A moment you. If you need something to cheer you
of mathematical clarity will strike you this up, just think of this - at least you don't

uncontrollably defecate in your pants. That
would be really bad.
CAPRICORN (Oec. 22 · Jan. 19): Try to
use your natural talents to create a little
extra revenue. Your Popeye-ish forearms
make you a prime candidate to· work in the
high-paying world of massage therapy at
Panther's.
AQUARIUS (Jan . 20 • Feb. 19): Your
lack of making reliable plans gets you into
a pickle. You thought you were going to a
Phish show. Nope - those tickets are for a
fishing expo. Just think of how funny you
will look spending hours stoned and star·
ing at the new 1997 Bassmaster Blinkinglight lures.
PISCES (Feb. 20 • March 20): Easter
has come and gone once again. And as
usual you got nothing in your basket unless you count tampons as a· gift. ·
Tampons can be very practical. Run out of
paper towels and you've got a nasty spill
that needs cleaning up? Tampons. Got a
runny nose? Tampon s. And with the
strategic placement of a toothpick at the
head of a tampon, you get darts.
Editor's note: The validity of these horo·
scopes should not be questioned . Jill
Jedlowski, junior journalism major, and
Derek Glascock, junior psychology major,
are licensed astrologers pending the
arrival of their diplomas from Sally
Struthers' Home Correspondence Course.

All Weekend Lonat
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Friday

16oz. Bud Light,
Miller Lite, Drafts

'(

'7~ ~ fi ~~ Pucker Shots

All you can eat walleye $6.95
Steak Be Shrimp $7.50

Saturday

8oz Rlbeye, Baked $6. 95
Tossed Greek Salad $5.25

CHINA
88 '"' ~ 1'
1140 Lincoln 3'48-1232
Come help us celebrate our

10'11 ANNIVERSARY!!

200/oott

ANY FOOD ENTREE Ill

through April 30th

MILLER LITE
J
. and BUDWEISER

100 ilmcf;AO
88::,1)1Jl60
Win•

PEACE CORPS
NeaDS YOUR SKILLS

We are recruiting students
who will graduate in 1997
and 1998 for volunteer
positions in Education. Environment.

Agriculture. Business.. Health. Youth
.. artdrector

MIKERICE ,
~edm

vergeedtor

JILL JEDLOWSKI
associate editor

RACHEALCARRUTHE

MAGGIEBIERITZ
EJUKLARSON
cx:M3r design

MIKERICE

Development. and other areas.
Call today to discuss your
qualifications.
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eingo offers co ege s ents a way to let off a little
steam or just avoid the bar scene for one night
A
.
u·rertn barber
staff wnter

i

College may not always feel like a barrel of laughs, especially with the end of
, the year right around the corner and
! teachers piling on last-minute homework.
· If you need a little stress relief and better entertainment than watching people
mortify themselves at the bars, comedian
Ron Feingold is your man.
Feingold will be performing at 9:09 p.m.
- - • tonight in the Rathskeller of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Tickets
are $I for students and $3 for the general
·
· public.
Feingold brings new comedic style to
the stage with his combination of musical
a
talent, celebrity impressions, cartoon
voices and witty humor.
He is on tour to support his album,
"One Man A Cappella Jam," on which he
writes and sings his own lyrics that parody famous performers.
He sings back-up vocals in the studio,
brings the tape in and then sings lead
vocals over them when doing live shows.
Cyndi Walker, University Board comedy coordinator, previewe'd him through
the Michigan-based agency, Funny

r

1

1

Business on Campus. Walker said it was
something different for the students and
wanted to give it a try.
Feingold got his start at Colorado State
University where he went to college. He
entered a comedy contest on his 19th
birthday and tied for third place.
Feingold said he began to emcee shows
around campus and tried to get the word
out.
Slowly but surely Feingold, 26, has built
a network of connections and is now
working 46 weeks a year and doing more
than 250 shows.
Feingold enjoys touring - he even met
his fiance while performing on a cruise
ship.
The comedy clubs and college scenes
have an equal amount of "hipness" to
them, he said.
"But college kids are still the ones I
identify with;' Feingold said.
He said he doesn't sit down and write
his material but that he gets it from life
experiences and often while driving in the
car, since he spends so much time on the
road.
He jokingly said he hopes to have a
new album out by 2000 because he has
been taking a lot of time on his second
effort and is still looking for a new pro-

ducer.
He does know that the new album will
be called "Solo Effort."

This is a very unique show, Feingold
said, and he is looking forward to coming
to Eastern.

Not Rebecca takes off with new album
·:. . ..,.~....,,..~-~h"Utifb':i'rki~~..,~ --·
staff writer
One of the more concise and effectively
straightforward bands in the Chicago area,
Not Rebecca further hones its tightly knit
songwriting on the band's fourth album,
"Rocketship to Canada."
Known for its pop-smart guitar work and
multiple vocalists, Not Rebecca rejuvenates
the honest simplicity of four-chord power
rock. The music's strength lies in the way that
nothing particularly jumps out. The bass, per-

cussion and guitars carry each song, resulting
in a'~ell-crafted, complete album.
Not Rebecca is terse. Characterizing the
album's collection of controlled aggravation
are tunes hovering around the 2-minute
mark. Stockpiling its songwriting with hooks
and layered riffing, the band floods each song
with rhythms and then cuts it off at precisely
the right time to get the point across.
The band comes up with some simple, yet
innovative chord combinations that could
potentially lead to lengthy, free-form jamming,
especially with the guitar-slashing poignancy
of "Leaking" and "Ten Best." But that isn't

Not Rebecca's style.
the band's approach, exemplified by his frusPicture sitting in a doctor's waiting room . trated grunts on "Johnny's Gonna Die," a
next to a complete stranger who abruptly cover of a Replacements' tune from the early
springs up, punches you in the face, then sits '80s.
back down with his magazine just as you figTaking lessons from Bob Mould and Naked
ure out what's going on. There you have Raygun, Not Rebecca has forged a deter"Rocketship to Canada."
mined path more sophisticated than the
The strongest songs are those that build band's 1995 record, "Twin City Obituary:•
off Dan Knapik's melodic basslines, like "Off
My Feet" and "Skyward:'
Not Rebecca
The sharp vocal harmonies of guitarists
"Rocketship to Canada"
Tom Counihan and Dave Lysien thicken Not
Johann's Face Records
Rebecca's sound. Although they trade leadvocal chores, Counihan's voice better suits

Dance
McFarland plans to join the dancers in a jazz number
she choreographed to "Dancin' in the Dark" by Bruce
Springsteen.
A solo dance will be performed by Lynda Stichnoth.
And Emily Yovich, president of the ·EIU Dancers, and Mike
Moyers will dance together in a duet.
Yovich said she acts as a go-between for McFarland and
Nordtvedt and assists with the advertising and fundraising.
She has danced since she was about 3 years old and
loves what she does with the EIU Dancers.
"I do it because it's all I've ever known." Yovich said.
She said that the dancers have been a dedicated, talented group this year with "very innovative ideas."

*****
from page 1

"Everybody has worked hard." Mcfarland said of the
dancers, "We've had a really good group this year."
"The dancers have a wide variety of training. Some
have never taken a dance class before while others have
had lots of training."
McFarland said the group is striving to bring dance into
the community.
"There are few live performances in Charleston. That
is one reason for the wide variety of music. If the audience likes t he music they will like the dance," she said.
Each dance is enhanced with co stumes that also range
in style.
"We have an accumulation of costumes. We use what
we can use, replace what needs to be replaced and what-

·-· . ....

ever else we want, we make or buy," Yovich said.
Kathy Lasley and Nordtvedt were responsible for making the costumes needed for the concert.
The EIU Dancers have done smaller performances earlier this school year including a lecture/demonstration at
Charleston Junior High to get kids interested in dance.
McFarland stressed that the dancers brought two men
from the group to encourage the boys to dance.
"My goal in life is to get men to dance;' she said. "It
isn't until men t ake dance classes t hat they rea~i ze tl'le
physical strength needed to dance."
· · · '
The performance is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. tonight and
Saturday in the McAfee Gymnasium. The event is free and
open to the public.
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Ford, Pitt thrill in 'The Devil's Own'

Actors play off ~ach other, draw viewers into film
d'rob stroud
staff editor
n "The Devil's 0wn;· the performances of Harrison Ford
and Brad Pitt are reminiscent
of Holl~d's golden days.
Decades ago, when movie stars
. received smaller paychecks,
Hollywood often teamed up its
. biggest stars to create some of its
greatest pictures.
Movie audiences loved seeing
their favorite stars trade lines and
punches.
They also enjoyed the talent
these legendary professionals
brought to the big screen.
Talent is what Ford and Pitt
bring to ~·The DeviYs OWn."
··
Ford ·has given legendary perfor.:
mances in a dozen blockbusters
and does this once again in "The

I

Devil's C>Wn:'
In this film , Ford plays Tom
O ' Meara, an extremely moral
New York cop who has never shot
a man during his 20 years on the
police force.
Ford brings Pitt's character,
Rory Devaney, into his home
because a friend assures him that
Devaney. is a new Irish immigrant
in need of a home while he earns
money working at a construction
job.
In reality, he is a wanted IRA
terrorist who has come to
America to buy weapons for his
cause.
Pitt's performances have been
improving gradually with each film
he is in, and this role is no exceptiorl.
· He 'brings· his character t o life
and makes him more believable
than the IRA terrorists that have

shown up in other films.
Devaney's father was killed in
front of him by an Irish-Protestant
terrorist when he was only 8 years
old.
He is perpetually killing the enemies of his cause in an effort to
avenge his father's death. This sets
him in direct opposition with
O'Meara.
After a fatal shooting early in
the film, O'Meara firmly tells his
partner, Ruben Blades, that people
should never kill for revenge.
Seeing these actors play off of
each other is a pleasure. They give
performances that will draw viewers into the film.
This makes "The Devil's Own"'s
numerous action scenes more
tense and exciting than those in
other action movies. .
The viewers actually care about
what will happen to the lead char-

acters.
The performances of Ford and
Pitt make up for the sketchiness of .
the supporting characters in the
movie.
/
Ruben Blade's character is noth- .
ing more than a movie sidekick ~
fated to meet the end that all
movie sidekicks meet.
Treat Williams' role as an arms
dealer is also poorly written. His
motivation and background are
never clear.
However, any supporting actor .
would have trouble standing out in ;
a crowd amongst Harrison Ford [
and Brad Pitt.
[

I

I
f

'The Devil's Own"

***
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Not much 'kick' to new 'Slow Dance' is Up
abysmal Crown Heights CD close and personal
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Alterna-popsters fall short with new album Intense play addresses issues
d" gabe rosen

staff writer

The best part about the new
Crown Heights release on
American Recordings is the
name of the album: "More
Pricks Than Kicks." However, a
semi-dirty word in the title
doesn't make a good album,
especially in' this. case.
"Pricks," is an abysmal collection of alterna-pop songs.
This is the feel-bad album of
the year. Most of the music has
a definite depressing vibe, and
ev.e.n if~you are the most
"She's a,f~:LoserJ!1tbbot 200 o:rimpressi+e tl!idematk4yrics, "h
upbeat person on the planet,
times. What the hell is a "foxy
want you to be unkind. I need
loser," anywayl
you to be unkind. I love you to
this one will make you want to
crawl under a rock for the rest
There are some very rare
be unkind. I hate you to be
of your life.
decent spots on the album, and unkind." Wow, that's so deep,
The title makes about as
I mean rare. There are
man.
much sense as the rest of the
moments when the band's
The bottom line: "More
lyrics on the CD. On the song
influences seem to shine
Pricks Than Kicks" is pretty
"Margaret," a solo voice opens
through and attempt to better
terrible all around,
up the tune and immediately
the album. At times the highbegins spewing absurd lyrics.
pitched vocals on some of the
The singer's voice sounds as if
tracks remind me of bands like
he Just got done chugging a
Spacehog and Weezer, and the
bottle of Vodka, after which he
mid-tempo bass line of the first
track, "Greed Kicks In:• is rem.
sings the ultra-poetic line, "I
love me, let's make a mess. You iniscent of successful alternapopsters Better Than Eira, but
love you, let's make a mess.''
Most of the vocals on the
Crown Heights lacks the musi·
album have that fake rock-star
cianship and.songwriting abilifeel. You know, the kind of .
ties of any of these aforemenvoice that j~sttries way too ·> .·. ·.· .tioned J);in~s •...•··. ..·. .· < < . ' , ,
'h~.·•~~1~.~~.s!;~,·~··Pet%ip$M::S~i~·tiest'·:··
d.epressed ~oet. M~ybe the
shows everything that is wrong
singer was JU St havmg a bad
with this band and this album is
day, but I thought to be a
a song entitled "Unkind."
singer you had to be able to,
"Unkind" slowly drags along
you know ... sing.
at a snail's pace and has abso"Foxy Loser," features heavy
lutely no energy at all. It's
Crown Heights
guitars coupled with some
almost as if the band is just
• "More Pricks Than Kicks"
high-pitched •. d~u.bled vocals,
going through the motions of
American Recordings
and for a while Its almost
actually playing music; there
Weezer-esque. But, as usual,
doesn't seem to be any genuine
the band goes complet~ly over- feeling or emotion in the song.
board and repeats the lme,
Also, once again, we have the

d"racheal carruthers
Associate Verge editor
Prejudice, communism, stepfamilies, abortion, prostitution the list goes on and on. These
are just a few issues that are
addressed in the play "Slow
Dance on the Killing Ground."
Jason
Arnold,
Alonso
Balderas and Lisa DiGangi play
the roles of three very different
people who are thrown together one night in a small store in
a not-so-nice neighborhood of
Brooklyn, N.Y.
The lives of Glas, a German
immigrant, played by Arnold;
Randall, an actor of sorts,
played by Balderas; and Rosie, a
college student, played by
DiGangi, are all changed
because of this one night.
The play illustrates the
effects that stressful situations
can have on three complete
strangers.
They come to depend on and
care about one another in the
course of one night.
They are not totally honest
with each other at first, but by
the end of the play they know
each other's deepest, darkest
secrets.
Many issues are thrown into
the mix of conversation
thrqu~~-~u.t ~'i~..,f'\ig~Wnf.1.1uding
Glas~ German~~·Rafida/l's

mother working as a prostitute
and Rosie's plan to get an abortion.
The issues that are addressed
are heavy and can be difficult to
deal with, as is demonstrated by
the action of the play.
The issues are well presented
by the dialogue. The acting, on
the other hand, is just decent.
DiGangi commanded the
audience's attention with the

best performance of the night
as Rosie.
Arnold gives an acceptable
performance as Glas, with his
limping walk and his not-sogreat German accent which he
slipped into and out of
throughout the play.
Balderas'
performance
sounded like it needed a few
more rehearsals. He ·stumbled
over his lines and rea'lly lost the
impat.t his words were supposed to have on the audience.
While the acting could not
get these performers a job on
Broadway, it was enough to get
the ideas across and make the
audience think for themselves
about the issues.
The audience was wellincluded in the prod.uc;tion in
other ways, too.
.
The action was up close and
personal and the blocking
included all four sides of the
Studio leaving no one out.
This was especially intense
when Randall tried to attack
Rosie and Glas stepped
between them.
The buffer between the complex, difficult issues of the play
and the audience was the simp Ii city of the costuming and .
props.
This created a well-balanced
performance.
nJ.P·:·~:«~·Pe~f~-;~l\·.f~!;:; Killing
~ro.Ynd ~ .wilf p(a.y. at'.8 p.m.
tonight and Saturday and at 2
p.m. Sunday for its final performance in the Studio in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $3.50 for students and $8 for general public.

"Slow Dance on the Killing Ground"

***
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For Rent

WANTED: 1 OR 2 FEMALE
ROOMMATES to share house.
$150-$175 monthly. Call 3452730.
4/11

SUBLESSOR NEEDED. LARGE
1 BEDRROM APT. 802 Jackson
Ave. 275.00/mth plus utilities.
Available May 1st. Call 345-1271.
4/10
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Furnished apt. close to
campus with air. Call 348-7822.
---------c-c-4/10
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Furnished, low rent,
and cheap bills. Call Jen/Stacy at
348-0237.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: Furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Park Place. 3454756.
- - - - - - - - - - - - 4/9

SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
- - - - - - - - - - 5/5
1 1/2 BLOCKS FROM OLD MAIN
FOR GROUP OF 7-8. available
August '97, 7-8 bedroom house
furnished hook-ups and trash
included washer dryer furnished
references required 345-5511.
4/4
DELUXE T'wo BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close to Campus.
For 2 quiet, older students. No
smoking, No pets. No parties!
Reference and deposit required.
348-0979 after 3 p.m.
4/7

1-2 BEDROOM APT. 10 and 12
mo. lease. Trash. Furnished. No
pets. 345-4602
4/4
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST.
Apartments for 1,2 or 3 tenants.
Good locations. Good prices.
Lists available at Century 21,
Wood. 1512 A street. Jim Wood,
broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4
Close to EIU-Extra nice apartments, air conditioned, private
parking, twelve month lease.
Deposits
and
references
required. No pets. Water and
trash. Furnished. Two bedroomstove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
compactor, patio-$460/mo. One
bedroom-stove and refrigerator$315/mo.
Studio-stove,
microwave, refrigerator-$300/mo.
J.P. Furlong Realtor 345-8600.
4/14

Help Wanted

Services Offered

~;n;A.~W<~~

TATIOO'S:SCRAPE'S PLACE.
3+8-1174. Hours Tuesday-Friday
2-8 p.m. Saturday 12-6 p.m. 624
West State.

RAPIDLY GROWING MASSAGE
BUSINESS: needs ladies, make
lots of cash fast. No experience
necessary. Call Panthers 3480288
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
FARM
HELP
WANTED.
Experience preferred. Call after 3
p.m. or leave message on the
machine 348-8906.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/9
ELDERLY COUPLE NEEDS
ASSISTANCE IN HOME with
daily needs some assistance
walking. Experience preferred but
not necessary, 12,24, or 48 hr
shifts. $90 per day. Call 345. 5969.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _417

417

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, comp.uters, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld,, 1~-~93. 847-446-2444
"· '··"" ..
5/2
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYM~:l"t5trtn-g tnctustry. Learn
how students can earn up to
$2,850/mo
+
benefits
(room/board). Call Alaska
Information Services: 1-800-2075365 Ext A57381.
NATIONAL Pi\RKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting 4ompanies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3QQQ..~/month in fisheries,
pafl<.;oti.-• resorts.
Airfare!
FOOdll'Odging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, ect).
No exp. necessary. Free
room/bo~rd. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY'S
ROAD
HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications for
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
person at Gowins Restaurant &
Catering, 1700 Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 1O a.m. 1 p.m., 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___c4/14
FULL TIME ADULT ADVOCATE

PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Close to campus.
Furnished. Rent negotiable. 3485597
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/7
SUMMER: LARGE 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT, furnished, AC,
close to campus, rent negotiable.
Call 345-4781
4/4
SUBLESSO·-_R_N_E_E_D_E_D_f_o-rn-ice1
bedroom apt. Low rent. Available
5-15-97. Call 348-7062 leave
message.
4/4
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDEDFOR
SUMMER. Nice, furnished 2 bedroom house. Close to campus.
Call 348-0187
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
PARK PLACE APARTMENT. 2
Bedrooms, ale, dishwasher, furnished. Call 348-1705.
4/4
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus, Royal
Heights. Call 348-0065.

LOOKING FOR GREENHOUSE
HELP. Must be able to start now
& work at least until the middle of
June. Weekends are a must. You
will be working in greenhouse &
garden center caring for plants &
helping customers. Our hours are
M-Sat 8-5 Sunday 10·4. We will
work around your class schedule.
So if you have 20 or more hours
of free time & would like to earn
some $ apply at Four Seasons
Garden Center $. 4th Street
Charleston. Ask for Jill.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4
___

POSl'flotf'·WORl6H<rWrrH·
DOUES'DC..VIOLENCE VICTIMS
AND THEIR CHILDREN. Must
have reliable transportation and
Proof of insurance. Need to be
flexible and self-motivated. Verbal
and written skills a plus. Master
degree in counseling/ group
experience preferred. Send
resume to CADV P.O. Box 372.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
CAMP
STAFFSeparate
Northern Minnesota boys camp
and girls camp. Seeking high
energy, caring individuals as
counselors to instruct water skiing, board sailing, swimming, sailing, horseback riding, mountain
biking, archery, gymnastics, and
back packing. Make a difference
in a child's life. June 11 to August
13. Call 314-567-3167.

Sublessors

PART TIME JOBS! Interim
Personnel has openings for parttime employees. Work evenings,
mornings, or full days on Monday,
Wednesday & Friday. Customer
service & some computer experience required. Great opportunities for students! Apply at Interim
Personnel 820 A Broadway,
Mattoon 235-2299/345-2211 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:414

4
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Wanted
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LOSE WEIGHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all natural. Call 3457413.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/14
WANTED: 100 STUDENTS. Lose
5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. R.N. assisted. Free
gift. $35 fee 1-800-579-1634
4/10
~
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Roommates

-·

-

FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO LIVE IN APARTMENT.
Close to campus, Fully furnished.
Monthly rent-$159. Please Call
Dottie or Jamie at 581-3052.
,,..----------4/10
ROOMMATE OR ROOMMATES
WANTED to rent with over the
summer. 581-3357
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4
2-3 ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR. 1
block from campus, furnished
with washer and dryer. $200 a
month. All utilities included. 348·
0066.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
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For Rent

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
_______5/5
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFumished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
--~-=-=--..--c-----=-4/7
Hardees. Off street parking avail·
2 SUBLESSORS WANTED-Apt.
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask
close to campus. $130/mo. each
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
plus utilities. Call Karyn or Tracy
515
348-0892.
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BED~S-U_B_L_E_S_S_O~R-S_N_E_E_D_E_D-fo;~ ROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
bedroom apartment close to camFEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
pus. Rent negotiable and possiof Hardees. Off street parking
9
ble extended lease. 348-0l 8.
available. Reasonable utilities.
-S-U_B_L_E_S_S_O_R_S_N_E_E_D_E_D_F~~ Ask about 8% rent discount.
SUMMER. Lg 3 BR house, close
Phone 345-9531.
5/5
1o campus. Cl ean, non-smok er.
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
Rent reduced. 345-2076
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
4116
ONE TO FOUR SUBLESSORS
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
NEEDED for house near the
Quiet building!! 345-6759
t' bl
II
5/5
q a
R t
s345-6599
u re. en nego ta e. a
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
4110
sust'.eAsE WANnD: Graduale··· .balcon.ie1.1, air, pool, sun deck,
student needs furnished apartclose to campus, 24-hour maintement or house. May through
nance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
August. Must allow small dog.
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTCall Ron at 765-746-5136.
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
4111
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
3 FEMALE SUBLESSORS to
share a room for summer. Par.I<
Call 345-2363.
Pl
$
5/5
nis':i~~.. Under 2 00/month fur- LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO4111
REDUCED RENT! SUMMER
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR 2
BEDRROM
FURNISHED
Call 345-2363. Apartments availAPARTM NT C 345 7911
able
informatio~. · all
for
·
5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bed417
room furnished and unfurnished
1 or 2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR NICE 3 BEDapartments. 10/12 month teases.
ROOM HOUSE. Great location.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
Rent negotiable. 345 _
_
street. No pets allowed. Call 3484297
___________
7746 for appointment.
4110
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
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35 How some shall

82 Schlemiel

1 Certain pitch
9Bills
13 White House
lectern
adornment
15 Are expecting
17 Desert
18 Capital of
Western
Australia
19Host
20 Emphatic denial
22 Public order
23 It's spoken in
Vientiane
240ne of the
leagues: Abbr.
29 Bus stations?
28 100 kurus
30 Racket
32 Sammy Davis's

remain
37Waxed
39 Polynesian
pendant
40 "Little Claus
and Big Claus"
writer
44 Babbitt's home
town
48 Rod's
companion
49 Loin steak
51 Welland Canal
outlet
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54Carnival
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56 Pac.'s
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57 Barcelona bear
588est rate
60 Hardly
scintillating
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St.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any noo-orofit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

Dorsey hit
66 "West Side
Story" role
87 Harbor. as
thoughts
68 Command to
Spot
8911 could be
several years

DOWN
1 "The Food of
the Gods"
novelist
2 Language
spoken by Jesus
3 Do the tally
again
4 Prom partner
5 One of the
Dutch Masters
& Immigrant's
course: Abbr.
7Shed
&Ointment
ingredient
9 Three-time
Oscar-winning
director
10 Thunderstruck
reaction
1t Nobody doesn't
like her
12 likesome
wonders
14 The Mormons,
initially
t8 Master's
requirement,
usually
21 Used
Schedule A

:;::<-:':

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION meeting Sunday at
8:45 p.m. in the Afro-American Culture Center. This meeting is not
strictly for majors or minors. Your attendance is welcomed.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Pledge Review, Sunday from 7-8 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoon room. Please be prompt and wear pin attire. Also
please disregard the location for Pledge Review that was stated in the
"letter."
DELTA SIGMA THETA Delta Fair '97 Saturday from 4-6 p.m. in the
University Ballroom. Casual Dress. Come and get informed about
Delta Sigma Theta.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Delta Intramural Saturday from 6-8 p.m. at the
Rec. Center.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Panel Discussion "New World Order" Sunday
at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Delta/Que Bar-B-Q today at 5 p.m. at the
Campus Pond. Free Food.
HEALTH SERVICE BAT Mobile (Blood Alcohol Testing Unit) tonight at
8 p.m. at Stix. Must be 21 with a valid ID to participate in this free
event.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Chapter Prayer tonight at
6 p.m. in the Shelbyville room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass this Sunday at 11 a.m. and 9
p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER There will be a coffee House on this
Saturday from 9-11 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Pre-Law Society-Mock LSAT April 5, 12, 19 at
9 a.m. in Lumpkin Hall room 109. Cost $21. Pay by today. Pay Dr.
Leigh, Pre-Law Adviser.
GAMMA PHI BETA Gamma Gala tonight at 6:30 p.m. al the
Worthington Inn. Please be prompt. We wilt be starting right away.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES Women's Forum #2
Saturday April 12 at. 1.. p.m. in the African American Culture Center.
Topic ofdiscussion will be abusifis misuse and definitely not of God.
Look for more information next week.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal at 6 p.m. in
FA 13.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA pledge review/final April 6 at 7:00pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union. Wear pin attire, and this is
also mandatory.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP worship service Sunday, April
6th at 10:30am at the Christian Campus House located at 2231 S. 4th

b-I--li-+.-

Punltl by Charles E. Gersch
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dream
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For Rent

For Rent

NOW LEASING, LARGE 3 BR
FURNISHED APT. 97-98 school
year Call 345-3664 after 10 a.m.
_______._ _ _ _ __..:414
NEW DELUXE, LOFT STYLE, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT downtown Mattoon. 1 yr. lease. 3486406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE style apartments. 2-3
people. Nice, furnished, close to
campus. M & L Properties. 3480350.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAILABLE FOR FALL '97 on 4th
Street. $550 per month. Call 8976266 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4
FOR SUMMER 2 BDRM FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
APTS. $300/mo. Water and Trash
paid. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
515
SNUG 3BR HOUSE for 3 tenants. Good location near Lantz.
$570 for 10 months. Century 21
Wood R.E., 1512 A Street, Jim
Wood, broker.
- - - - - - - - - 4/15
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST!
Apartments for 1, 2, or 3 tenants.
Good locations, good prices. Lists
available at Century 21 Wood
R.E., 1512 A Street, Jim Wood,
broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
EFFICIENCY SUITE FOR 3
Tenants. Three private locking
bedrooms. $480 split 3 ways; 10
month lease. C21 Wood, 1512 A
Street, Jim Wood, broker. 3454489
ccc-~--~----=-4/15
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for
97-98 school year. $235/mo. 12
mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
--5/5
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, AND 2
BEDROOM APT. 1/2 block from
Old Main. Call 345-2730.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
FALL 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Clean modern home. 4 bedrooms. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO
PETS .. 1O or 12 month leases
are available .. 217-345-4494 anytime.
_ _ _414
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
FALL 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Clean modern Apartments with
some utilities furnished. 1. 2, 3
bedrooms. NOT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. No Pets. 1O and 12
month leases are available. 217345-4494 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

=--~~-c=---------=c---4/4

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
security deposit required. No
pets! 348-0699 after 5 p.m. or
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4./4
TWO LARGE ONE BEDROOM
APTS. Heat and trash paid. Next
to campus. 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
for next school year. 348-0009
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APT. for
next school year. 620 5th St. 3480009.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 414
SUMMER ONLY OR STARTING
FALL 1 and 3 bedroom apartment. 415 Harrison. $170 per
person. 348-5032
____4/11
GIRLS 2 BEDROOM NICELY
APARTMENT.
FURNISHED
Trash and water paid. 10 month
lease. 345-5048.
_ _ _._ _ _ _ 414
SUMMER HOUSES. Two bedroom, 1022 2nd. Four bedroom,
319 Madison. Fall three bedroom.
1806 11th. 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ 4/18
'97-'98 SCHOOL YEAR. 2 bedroom apartment for 2-3 people.
Close to campus. No pets. Call
after 5pm 348-0673
- · · - - - · · - - - - -4/11
3 GIRLS NEEDED FOR 2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Garage, hardwood floors and patio. May 1August. Rent Negotiable. 3481183.
---····
4/4
SUMMER STORAGE now leasing units starting at $30/month for
4
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For Sale

i:J~,g~,d N/?:11<;::aJl .?f:5l;~7,~~·":sts" "~5 WHITE SAAB

3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 1403 9TH
ST. Close to campus. $200 a
month per person. Call 708-3863240.
____
_4121
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. 2 blocks from
Student Union. Call between 9 &
5. 345-5088.
414
UNIQUE 1 BEDROOM. FURNISHED FOR 2. 2 BLOCKS
FROM BUZZARD. Call between
9 & 5. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 414
LARGE 5 BEDROOM HOUSE:
10 month lease. Partly furnished.
3 blocks south of Charleston
Square. Call between nine and
five. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 414
RENTING FOR FALL: Large 4
bdrm, 2 bath House on 6th St. Up
to 6 people. 345-3344.
-~--,-~----"."."'.'C=--414
2 HOUSES FOR RENT FOR
SUMMER 97. Call 342-3475 for
info.
4/10
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartmen! fully furnished, central air.
Lincolnwood Apartments, building
2216, #204:Last 2nd floor balcony. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _417
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 1/2
block from campus. Water, trash
paid. $200. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
1 BEDROOM APARTMEN~
Trash and water paid. 1/2 block
from campus. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSE 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 4 people $160. 345-6967.
-=----=-=:-=-=--:----4/4
ONE AND TWO Bedroom apart·
ments available 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
apts.
for rent. Call 348-1826. 4116
_____________
RENTAL PROPERTY EFFICIENCY APT. located at 501. 1/2 TAY·
LOR IN CHARLESTON. Fully furnished, available May 15, 1997.
Lease & deposit required. Phone
345-6011. After 5:30 Call 3459462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4111
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE-501
TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION, 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS Three
Bedrooms for 3 or 4 persons. For
information please call 345-6011
after 5:30 call 345-9462. Ask for
Larry.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4111

tldO TIJRB-0
powerlocks, power sunroof, automatic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
345-1460
___5/3
'82 YAMAHA VERGO MOTORCYCLE. Great shape! Must see.
$1,500 OBO call Rob 348-8920
..
4/4
1989 HONDA ELITE SCOTTER
BLK, good cond., $600.00/obo.
Call 348-0134 leave msg.
4/16
LOFT FOR SALE. Sturdy, well
built. Call Stephanie at 581-3402
for more information.
..._ _ _4/4
LOFT FOR SALE! Sturdy plus
extras. $100 or best offer. Call
Gwen 581-2606.
__419
FOR SALE: SMITH CORONA
WORD PROCESSOR AND
MONITOR $150.00 Call 3455384 Ask for Matt.
4/9
'88-'89 Fleer Basketball Set.
Pippen, Rodman, Grant Rookies.
$200 or b/o. Must sell. 345-5197.
4/8
86 MUSTANG. 6CL, auto, BLK,
good condition. $3000. Call Kim
Brooks 345-5692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18

Lost & Found
LOST- Black and tan striped male
cat. Please call 345-6599 if
found.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 417
FOUND: FEMALE. BLACK LAB
PUPPY. Black nylon collar.
Approx. 2 months old. Near EIU.
Call 581-5650.

Announcements
SPRING BREAK IS OVER, SO
WHAT ABOUT THAT RESUME?
For summer jobs or internships?
NO
WORRIES!
Student
Publications has a FAST AND
PROFESSIONAL resume and
cover letter service. For results
call 581-2812 and ask for
Adrienne
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.414
CONTACT LENSES AND SUNGLASSES mail order. Excellent
prices. Brands include Acuvue,
Newvue, Ray Ban, Vaurnet, Killer
Loop. Call Vince (800)988-5744
or fax (630)968-4156. Visa, MC,
Discover
___________4/8

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
info call 301-429-1326
5/5
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!
----c----=-----=5/5
FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to earn $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we've helped 1OOO's of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext: 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.

NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PROCESSING. $4.99 PER ROLL OR
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
FREE FILM $4.99

AMAZING RESULTS start now!
No experience needed. Finest
training anywhere. FulVpart time.
High income potential. Call 337·
4921 ex1. 102

GREEK SING & AIR BAND COSTUMES are at GRAND BALL!
609 Sixth, Charleston, 345-2617.
-----------4/4
MOCK LSAT'S offered on April 5,
12, 19 in Lumpkin Hall Rm 109.
9:00 a.m. Cost $21.00. Anyone
interested
contact
Curt
Richardson at 348-8586.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __c414
CLEVELAND STEAMER with
guests SEED at TED'S SATUR·
DAY April 5th. SHOW STARTS
AT9.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
CHRONIC ITCH at Bridget
McGwire's at NOTRE DAME on
Saturday, April 5th at 10pm.

$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free (1 )800~218-9000 Ext. R2262 for Listings.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....c515

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON·
SORSlll NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435.

---------,---~5

OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
SPRING/SUMMER GRADU·
ATES: YOU MAY ORDER DIS·
TINCTlVE
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@
TOKENS ... FAST, 5-DAY DELIVERY... ALSO, IT'S NOT TOO
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800954-7237
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30

___________4/4

APO MEMBERS- reminder that
MDA Bowl-a-thon is Saturday in
Union Bowling Alley from 2:00·
4:30pm. Bring pledge money.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

-------~--·~5

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

----------~4

$1 OOO's POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for
Listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:414

Personals
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA invites all
greeks to the 1st annual greek
picnic Sunday April 6th 3:30 in
greek court. Hope to see you all
there!
___________M4
LADY HORNET RUGBY· good
luck this weekend at All Fool's!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:M4

Personals

Personals

DELTA SIGMA PHI would like to
wish BOB DUDOLSKI, OWEN
BURITT, MATTHEW J. MCGOVERN, AND STEVE SLOWIK a
Happy Birthday in the month of
April.
4/4
ESA- It's one day away- get
ready to party!

KATY CZECH Good luck this
week! Your Anchor Sis. is watching you.
414
GAMMA PHI Pl G.E.M.S. AND
S.T.0.N.E.S., have a great time
this weekend! I know we'll be
blessed! Love, Elisa
4/4
PHI SIG TUGS- keep up the hard
work. You are doing an awesome
job.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHN
SACIA AND ALETHEA BODDEN
on your engagement. We are so
happy for you! Love Gina and
Rhett
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4./4
CONGRATULATIONS TO SHERRY PANKEY OF SIGMA KAPPA
on getting lavaliered to SCOTT
WHITSITT of DELTA UPSILON
(Western). I am so happy for you.
Love, Jill.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _..,,.__414
GOOD LUCK BRIDGET NEUMANN AND TAMMANY OLSON
OF ASA on your dance performance this weekend. Love, your
ASA sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 414
TJ NELSON, how are you feeling
this morning birthday girl? Last
night was a blast. Happy 21st!
Alpha Love, Tammany
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;414
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA CHI: It
has been a true honor to be your
sweetheart this past year. Thank
you for all of the great memories
and good luck with the rest of the
semester. I am going to miss all
of you very much! Love-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

SIGMA NU'S: Let's sing our butts
off. I want to do great again!
----------4/4
TRl-SIGS, thanks for a fantastic
Mafia Wedding. You girts can
party with the best of them. The
men of Delta Tau Delta.
---~-,----,--,---c--::-4/4
CJB Too bad the tornado didn't
hit the wicked witches of the
west! Happy Birthday. TMTL
4/4
T,..H-E=--:--:W-:-:O-M-=E=N7"0=F-:cA-:--L::cPH,..,.A-::-::S=IGMA
ALPHA would like to wish our
counselor BOB a very Happy
Birthday!

----------~4

NICOLE CASAVECHIA, DONNA
CUISIA, LAURA ANN KELLER·
MAN, AND JULIE SCAGGS OF
ASA, Congrats on your awesome
Alpha awards. Love, your ASA
sisters
-----=-----,-,-=-=,.,..4/4
MEN OF DELTA TAU DELTA:
Thanks for another great Mafia
Wedding! We can't wait for next
year. Love the ladies of Tri-Sigma

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

ALPHA PHIS AND DATES, get
excited for Luau tonight!
-----~---c~-4/4
DELTA SIGMA PHI would like to
congratulate PHIL APPLEBEE for
getting lavaliered to JILL BUTTS
Of ASA.
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Get ready ladies, LAST CALL is
coming!

notices

Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

SIGMA CHIS AND ALPHA PHISGet ready for 4 o'clock club. We
are looking forward to seeing all
of you there! Love- Sherry and
V.J.

FINAL EXAM CHANGES-Students who have three final
examinations scheduled for one day may change the date of one of
the final examinations with the approval of the INSTRUCIOR
Requests for changes for medical or personal emergencies may also
be considered. In cases not resolved between the student and the
instructor, the dean, Enrollment Management, 116 Old Main, will
seek resolution. Students are discouraged from requesting instructors to deviate from the published examination schedule. Reasons
of personal convenience such as work, transportation
arrangemenets, or vacation plans do not constitute grounds for
approval of examination change requests.-Frank Hohengarten,
Dean Enrollment Management
DAVE DEBOLT TEACHER SHORTAGE SCHOLARSHIP-Applications for the 1997-98 David A. DeBolt Teacher
Shortage Scholarship have been received and may be picked up in
the Lower E-Wmg, Student Services. To be eligible you must meet
the following: a U.S. citi7.en or eligible noo-<:itizen; a legal resident
of the State of Illinois; enrolled on at least a half-time basis as an

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA PHIi have had a blast being your
sweetheart this past semester.
Thank you for everything! LoveV.J.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
JESSICA BELLVILLE OF AST:
we missed you while you were
gone. We're glad you're back.
Tau Love the Alpha Lambdas.
_____________ 414

J160NICA GILES OF AST: The
Alph' ·~iu:nbclas would like to
thank you for helping us through
I-week and making it fun.
Remember we are laughing with
you! Tau love the Alpha Lambdas

undergraduate at the sophomore level or above in a "Teacher
Education Program," or as a graduate seeking initial teacher certification; meet the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy of the
school at which you are enrolled; are not in default; have not been
awarded a Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship, a Minority Teacher
of Illinois Scholarship, or an Illinois Special Education Teacher
Scholarship for the same academic period for which you are applying. 1be Free Application for Federal Student Aid must be completed. Deadline for application is May 1, 1997.-Beverly Miller,
Financial Aid Advisor
PERKINSINDSL BORROWERS-If you are graduating or do
not plan to be at least a half-time student at Eastern next semester, it
is mandatory to complete an exit interview. Failure to do so will
result in a COMPLE1E HOLD being placed on your University
record. Interviews will be held in the Office of Student Accounts,
south side Old Main, cashier's entrance, the week of April 21
through April 25, 1997. CAIL 581-3715 TO SCHEDULE YOUR
EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.-Linda Coffey, Assistant

Bursar
STEVENS INDUSTRIES AWARD-Applications are now being
accepted for the Stevens Industries Award. Titis award is available
to all students from Effingham, Clay, Cumberland, Fayette, Jasper
and Shelby counties. The applicant must be in good academic
standing with an overall GPA of 2.75 and must demonstrate financial need. Students with a declared major in Industrial Technology

the Verge of the Weekend
will be given first preference; second preference will be given to
students having a declared major in any of the other business disciplines. Application forms are available in Kiehm Hall School of
Technology Office, Brainard House, or by calling 581-2824.
Deadline for completed application forms is April 25, 1997 .-Karla
J. Evans, Assistant Director of Development
EDGAR COUNTY SCHOLARSHIP-Applications are now
being accepted for the Edgar County Lord Scholarship. This scholarship is available to any student who graduated from one of the
high schools in Edgar County (Paris, Shiloh, Kansas, Chrisman).
1be applicant must be in good academic standing and must be able
to demonstrate fmancial need. Applications may be picked up at
Brainard House, 1548 Fourth Street or by calling 581-2824.
Deadline for completed application forms is April 25, 1997 .-Karla
J. Evans, Assistant Director of Development
STEPHENSON COLE SCHOLARSHIP-Applications are
now being accepted for the Walter & Lola Stephenson Cole
Scholarship. Titis scholarship is available to any student who graduated from Marshall High School. The recipient should show
promise of academic achievement and must be able to demonstrate
financial need. Applications may be picked up at Brainard House,
1548 Fourth Street, or by calling 581-2824. Deadline for completed application fOltnS is April 25, 1997 .-Karla J. Evans, Assistant
Director of Development

onomatopoeia
by mike rice

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

MEGHAN TRIZIL OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA, It's great to see
you smile again! All greek love,
Emily

B
A

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

CONGRATULATIONS TO CORI
PULVER, DEDRA BRINKMAN
AND KELLY WIECZOREK OF
SIGMA KAPPA for making Pink
P,aflitlilr~; ~
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE SPRING 1997

""" I: ;

FINAL
TIME/DAY

5-MAY-97
T 900 {9:00am/T 930 (9:30am)
makeup/arranged

8:00-10:00

10:15-12:15

M1000 l10:00aml
M1040 10:40am

12:3().2:30

T 1200 (noon)
T 1230 (12:30pm)
T 1240 (12:40pm)
t.I 1500 (3:Q()pm)

2:4&-4:45
,1. ~

"'

I

5:15-7:15

I

WED

THU

7-MAY-97

II T soo8-MAY·97
(8:0oamy--

: M800 (8:00am)
M81sr1saml
M830 8:30am
i M840 8:40am

I T 840 (8:40am)

jT1100(11:00am)
I

~ 1100 (11:00am)

M1200 (noon)

l 15QO (3:00pm)

I 1400 (2:00pm)
T 1430J2:30ptt1)
makeu arranged

M1600 l4:00pml
M1630 4:30pm
M1700 (5:00pm)

T 1600 l4:00pml
T 1630 4:30pm
T 1700 (5:00pm)
T 1730J5:30pm)
makeu arranged

W1600 !4:00pml
W1630 4:30pm
W1700 (5:00pm)
W1730 (5:30pm)

T 1800
T
1830 ~:OOpml
6:;JQPm
T 1900 :OOpm

W1800~:~"ri/
w
1830 6::oopm
W1900

makeu arrangea

!

W 1930 :30pm
makeup/arranged

---

makeup/arranged
--

makeuplarranged

2.
3.
4.

5.

T 1300 (1 :OOp.m)
T 1330 (1:30p.m)
makeuplarranged
t.I 1400 (2:00p.m)
M1430 (2:aop.mj

6.
7.

6.

R1600 !4:00 pm)
R1700 5:00pm)

9.

makeuplarranged

Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week irrespective of whether the
first hour is classroom or laboratory activity.
Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the multiple-hour block.
A M-, T-, W-, or R- prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday. For example, M 600 indicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a class having its first class
hour meeting of the week at 6:00a.m, on Monday, R 7:00p.m. is a class meeting at 7:00p.m. on Thursday, etc.
Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "makeup/arranged" are to be used in cases where:
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to one of these schedule patterns;
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR";
c. A student obtains an approved examination change.
Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, should
be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term.
Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given,
are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein.
Fl11al examinations are to be gi,ea in all courses ualess specifically exempted aaqer tbe pro.ieione of f~ an«or
above, or by departmental recommendation.
Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without prior approval of the instructor in
accordance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of the Department
Chair and the Dean of the College in accordance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

ta

Frank Hohengarten, Dean Enrollment Management

R
R1800
1830 ~:QQpml
6:3QPm
R1900 :oopm

904 E. Lincoln, Charleston
(Next to Citgo Gas Station)
1r

1.

FRI
9-MAY-97

I

T1Sf5tBfirilJ

M
1800~:QQpml
M1900
:OOpm

I

I

T 1530 3:30pm
T 1545 3:45pm

M1730 (5:30pm)
7:311-9:30

T 1000 (10:00am)
T 1030 (10.30am)
T 1040 (10:40am)
makeuo/arranaed
M1300 (1:00pm)

i

M1530 3:30pm

M1515 [3:15/ltn/

~'\

6-MAY-97
TUE
900 (9:00a.m)
M930 (9:30am)

Sf

217.345.3430
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AT THE OTHER HONDA REPAIR SHOP
SPECIALIZING IN GOLD WING'S & 3 WHEELERS I 4 WHEELERS
GENUINE HONDA PARTS & USED PARTS

Buy • Sell • Trade

Liar Liar (PG, 31 DTS Digita!

~~®@ ~J ~lili!l @n@@l?tt@lilit@ ~ i!lttffff@l?@lil~ WJ~J ~®

'©IDJ

~®®!k~ij

NOW OPEN DAILY!

345-3758 CALL US & SAVE

Mon.- Fri. 11-7; Sat. 11-5; Sun. t -5

,f

·'

'

ed s

Both
Shows

11

AtlO
$1.25
$1. 50
$1. 7 5
$1.25

Red Dog/lcehouse
Pints Draft
Corona/Becks
Well Drinks

rI (,f~§~r~~
- -.__._-Topping
- - -When
----__,............,..._ .
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"TCBY:'freat6 I

You Buy a LARGE
Cup, Double Scoop, or
Waffle Cone

Not good in combination with any
ot!ler 1)r0mot1ona1 offer.

424 West Lincoln
348-5556

Sun mate 1:?:45,3.00

Jungle 2 Jungle(PG) Deily .us
i 1S,9:40 Sel Sun m1t8 2. 15
The English Paiient(Ft) Dail}

5.00.8.15 S• Sun mat UO

'.,-lUGJIT
'1..-· \...

Daily 515,7 30.950 Sat

19 YRS EXPERIENCE

JIMMY WALKER'S CYCLE SHOP RT 1 LERNA

-----------

Yogurt• Ice Cream •Shaved Ice

u

~lUGllT

ed' s
1

That Old l:eeiing(PG13) Daily •:1!
6 30 g 10 s.t S.in ma 1.45
Double T~R) Olil) S:3C,8 00
10· 10 Sat Sun mm 2 30
Ret~ Of

The Jedi(PGJ Dad)' 3C

7:15.10.00 Sit Sun mel 1 · 5
The Devtls Ot.n(R) Dall)i 4:30

7:00. 9 30 Sit SL1n man 2 00

The Slint(PG13) ors ~ital
IC!Ynd, Dai) 4:00,6·45,9 ~
Sat Suri malls 1.CC

IAR LIAR
Fret Refill on Popi:om <I Soft Orinlu:

H
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Wll'liie

l!'rtwle Psts(RJ Daily 7. 30, 10:00
Sur. mats 21!5 4.45

O~nio Br1&cc(~) Dall)' 7:00.9 40

Sal Suri mats 2:45
No"' FIEE U:FIU a11 Ptpe•ra ll Drialu!
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